Mission
To drive sustainability in the superyacht industry through collaboration and innovation and
leading the way to neutralise its ecological footprint and preserve the world’s precious oceans.

Goal
The ultimate goal of Water Revolution Foundation is to increase the awareness, urgency and
actions by the entire maritime industry to reduce its environmental footprint, and repair and
protect the world’s oceans.

Strategy
Through collaboration, knowledge sharing, education and developing practical but scientific
tools, Water Revolution Foundation works from inside the superyacht industry to drive
sustainability. The superyacht industry can utilize its unique position to lead the way for the
wider maritime industry in driving sustainability and to repair and protect the oceans.

Our activities
Our activities are divided between three pillars:
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Three-year plan
The board of directors has defined the planned activities for the first three years. These exist of
realistic and achievable goals to generate concrete output each year, in order to deliver value and
make progress towards the foundation’s goals. These concrete deliverables also serve as promises
to partners funding the foundation.

DELIVERABLES
YEAR 1

Assessment tool to assess impact of yacht concepts, yachts in navigation and
technical solutions
Industry-tailored sustainability-in-practice-course to educate & facilitate industry
professionals
Joint Industry Project for a Yacht(ing) Environmental Transparency Index (YETI) to
compare yachts’ operational profiles
Ocean research programmes and advice on credible conservation projects for
industry or owners' support
Awareness programme to increase sustainable yacht design, build and operation to
future-proof industry

YEAR 2

Assessment of the >40 metres (charter) fleet
Database of sustainable solutions, verified by the assessment tool
Yacht rating system including third-party certification scheme

YEAR 3

Decision support system for design, build and refit of yachts
Sector-specific sustainability programmes (e.g., refit programmes, shipyards and
supply chain, yacht operations, yachts shows and marinas)
Research and reporting on industry sustainability performance

Water Revolution Foundation receives funding from the international superyacht industry. In
line with our philosophy that the superyacht industry is in a unique and strategic position to lead
the way for the wider maritime sector, industry companies and individuals are invited become
partner of the foundation by contributing financial as well intellectual and human resources.
Additional funding could come from other foundations that support initiatives or specific projects
that drive sustainability in an industry, or through governmental funding for Joint Industry
Projects (JIPs) and/or shared R&D.
For funding purposes, the PBO status, and its stringent requirements and transparency, would
make the foundation more trustworthy and would lower the barrier to contribute to Water
Revolution Foundation and its mission.

Partners
The foundation is currently fully financed by contributions from superyacht industry companies.
Companies and individuals can join the foundation as partners, contributing with both financial
and human resources to support the foundation through various projects.
Partnership levels to support Water Revolution Foundation are:
1. Anchor partner
The bigger shoulders of our industry, enabling the foundation to exist and succeed in the
mission.
2. Corporate partner
Larger and smaller companies that support change and our work.
3. Individual partner
Individuals active in the industry that care and want to contribute to our work.
4. Project partner
Partners that support a specific project.
5. Non-profit partner
Other non-profit organisations, such as trade associations, to jointly develop programmes
to onboard their membership and help them reducing their footprint.

